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John Canfield is an experienced business 
executive and coach who has successfully 
implemented planning, problem solving, 
creativity, and innovation processes in a wide 
variety of teams, organizations, industries, and 
cultures 
 
John has developed more than 20 original 
presentations in the areas of planning, 
improvement, and innovation and presented 
seminars and facilitated meetings to 120+ 
clients in North America, the Caribbean, 
Europe, and Asia.  
 
John's approach has been developed from 
many years of client experience: 
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The topics listed below are all about thinking, and learning to think more effectively and creatively, to 
solve problems, create new alternatives, and improve your company's performance. 
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 Process Improvement: This topic’s strategy is to help work teams build and practice an effective 
problem solving methodology.  Learn to improve processes throughout your organization by 
learning to identify and replace sources of waste with new value-added steps. 
 

 Strategic Planning: Learn to create an operational planning document that guides company 
leaders and employees, and improve the executive team's ability to identify, prioritize, and assign 
opportunities, and contribute to improved company performance. 
 

 Creative Thinking Skills: While there are many myths about creativity (creative people are 
always artists, or nerds, or not like you and me, etc.) a modern understanding of creativity 
recognizes techniques are available to assist anyone who knows how to use them. These 
techniques do not need to depend on a chance occurrence. These techniques can be used at will 
whenever individuals or teams recognize they need more ideas. 
 

 Scenario Planning – Consider Alternative Futures: The value of this technique comes from the 
deep dialogue that the different scenario stories provoke. The alternate views generate new 
insights about a company and their future. Thinking this way helps prepare the contributors to 
notice and consider emerging ideas before others even perceive any change. 
 

 Making Practical Use of Dr. de Bono's Six Thinking Hats - This topic helps individuals practice 
how to  break out of their 'thinking ruts' using techniques found in Dr. Edward de Bono's landmark 
book, Six Thinking Hats. This is an excellent technique to suspend judgment while considering all 
of the aspects of an alternative before making a decision. 
 

 Project Management: Companies are learning that to remain competitive they must implement 
changes on an ongoing basis. Many of these companies are assigning functional and cross-
functional project teams to complete these changes in the least amount of time with limited 
resources. This topic provides a PMBOK-based overview of how to prepare your Project 
Managers to plan, manage, budget, track, and successfully complete company projects. 
 

 Leading Change: This topic introduces a sequence of exercises using new techniques to help 
you learn about and practice more effective ways to think about, and decide about, change and 
improvements This topic will help you feel and act more comfortably about change, help you 
handle change in a positive and productive way, and help you generate attractive alternatives 
about any change that comes your way. 
 

 Leading Teams: Learn to initiate and support your organization's improvement teams. This topic 
provides an overview of how to prepare your Leadership and Guidance Team, identify and 
prioritize your improvement team projects, prepare your improvement teams for their first and 
following meetings, use storyboards and quality improvement tools, identify and deal with team 
development issues, and monitor, support, and reward improvement teams. 
 

 Collaboration Skills - Resolving Conflict/Resolving Options: The vast majority of improvement 
team work, and business in general, is conducted through a series of meetings with a wide variety 
of team members, personalities, and opinions. These meetings can include two people or many 
people. All too often these meetings are either slowed or derailed by what many call conflict. 
Learning to think about and treat conflict as merely the discovery of a different point of view helps 
teams move past unnecessary personal and political noise and focus on the opportunity of having 
many options to choose from. This presentation will help you develop approaches, skills, and 
confidence that allow you to move past unproductive conflict and work more effectively taking full 
advantage of productive conflict. 
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 Leadership & Management Team Development: This meeting series provides management 
team members the opportunity to discuss how they would prefer to work together to achieve 
company goals.  Taking full advantage of the "people support what they create" principle, these 
meetings are customized to help your team make the specific improvements that will help you 
now, and in the near and long term future. Each meeting is a very hands-on interactive series of 
exercises resulting in an assessment of a team's current situation, their goals, and a plan and 
schedule to bridge the gaps. One-on-one interviews and pre-work often precede these meetings. 
 

 Leading Innovation Teams: This presentation provides a series of hands-on exercises that 
introduces and practices the strategic and tactical tasks of an innovation project leader. Topics 
include: Systems, Strategies, and Processes, Prerequisite mindsets, and Innovation Teams - 
What Do They Do and How Do They Do it. The presentation ends with a consideration of your 
next 90 days leading your innovation initiative. 
 

 Leading an Innovative Organization: This presentation is intended for senior leaders who are or 
will be leading an organization that embraces innovation: The Innovation imperative - The problem 
- The guaranteed innovation system - Priority - Innovation platoons - Problem orientation - 
Platforms - Payback metrics - What to do tomorrow morning and every morning thereafter. 
 

Additional Topics 
 

 Effective Meetings: The primary results of meetings are decisions. Good meetings actively 
promote making good decisions. Good decisions are the basis of successful business. This topic 
is based on the fundamental idea that good results can only come from good processes. Good 
processes require an agreed-upon sequence of steps, ground rules, and meaningful feedback. 
Building and following an effective meeting process require skills which can be taught and 
developed. 
 

 Developing Meeting Facilitators: Build on-site, self sufficient meeting facilitators capable of 
supporting effective meetings company-wide. Most often follows strategic planning, scenario 
planning, problems solving, or creative thinking skills topics. 
 

 Waste Search - Process Redesign: Improve processes throughout your organization by learning 
to identify and replace sources of waste with new value-added steps. This hands-on topic 
presents and practices a variety of techniques focusing on waste elimination to improve processes 
while working on real company issues. 
 

 Performance, Behaviors, and Thinking: Leaders use a structured technique to talk  about the 
behaviors of their direct reports that do and do not contribute to company performance.  The 
exercise results with an organization-specific list of promoting and restraining behaviors which 
become the standards for your organization’s preferred leadership behaviors. 
 

 Meeting Facilitation: An effective meeting facilitator serves as an unbiased, proactive, skilled 
helper focused on improving the process and performance of the team they support. Enlisting an 
effective meeting facilitator is a selective investment strategy to improve your business results. A 
skilled meeting facilitator helps the client meet their goals efficiently and effectively. A skilled 
meeting facilitator can reduce your total meeting time and cost by reducing confusion and 
reluctance while promoting open discussion, problem solving, and decision making. 

 
 Website: www.johncanfield.com  
 Books: www.amazon.com 
 Articles: www.mibiz.com/goodthinking.asp  

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/johncanfield 
Videos: www.youtube.com/canfieldgoodthinking 
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